We report the results of an experiment conducted near the High Flux Isotope Reactor of Oak Ridge National Laboratory, designed to address the question of whether a flux of reactor-generated electron antineutrinos (νe) can alter the rates of weak nuclear interaction-induced decays for 54 Mn, 22 Na, and 60 Co. This experiment, while quite sensitive, cannot exclude perturbations less than one or two parts in 10 4 in β ± decay (or electron capture) processes, in the presence of an antineutrino flux of 3×10 12 cm −2 s −1 . The present experimental methods are applicable to a wide range of isotopes. Improved sensitivity in future experiments may be possible if we can understand and reduce the dominant systematic uncertainties.
I. INTRODUCTION
Few issues frame the history of natural radioactivity as fundamentally as the question of whether radioactive decays are unaffected by their local environment. Although there is compelling evidence to support this, recent studies have reported evidence of a solar influence on certain radioactive decay processes. This includes annual oscillations and indications of frequencies associated with solar rotation [14, 16] . Additionally, a suggestion for a possible solar influence on nuclear decays comes from observations of short-term changes associated with solar storms [24, 25] . Although some questions have been raised concerning the data supporting a solar influence [26] [27] [28] [29] , they have been addressed in the literature [13, 21, 30] . As noted in Table II of Ref. [21] , the indications of a possible solar influence on radioactive decays come from experiments using a variety of detectors monitoring a number of different isotopes. One hypothesis which could account for these observations is that they are due to the influence of solar neutrinos through some as yet unknown mechanism. This motivates the study of decay rates in the presence of more readily available electron antineutrinos [31, 32] , including those produced by nuclear reactors.
It is now well established that there exist three types of neutrinos denoted by ν e , ν µ , ν τ and their corresponding antiparticles ν e , ν µ , ν τ . Additional types of neutrinos or neutrino-like particles may exist such as sterile neutrinos [33] and neutrellos [34] . In what follows, * Corresponding Author: ephraim@purdue.edu we describe a reactor experiment aimed at studying whether nuclear decay rates are influenced by any light, neutral, and weakly interacting particle emitted by a reactor, including (but not limited to) the presumably dominant ν e . We note that the limits presented below on perturbations induced by ν e do not necessarily apply to the other neutrino flavors (ν µ , ν τ , ...) which may have significantly different properties (e.g. magnetic moments).
Our experiment was carried out in two phases at the 85 MW (thermal) High Flux Isotope Reactor (hfir), located at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. This choice was motivated in part by the opportunity to position our experiment sufficiently close to the reactor core in order to achieve a ν e flux comparable to, or larger than, the solar neutrino flux (ν ). Additionally, the routine reactor refueling outages introduce a convenient step function in neutrino flux as the driving signal in our spectrometers. Planning for the experiment began in October 2013, and our first run began in March 2014. Since initiating our reactor experiment at hfir, we learned of an alternate reactor experiment by de Meijer and Steyn [35] which improves on an earlier experiment by de Meijer, Blaauw, and Smit [36] . Although the earlier paper found a null result, the more recent paper now reports a positive effect, which the authors attribute to either an interaction between ν e and their 22 Na sample, or else to a hidden instrumental cause.
Phase I of this experiment was an initial exploratory period which focused on understanding various systematic effects such as backgrounds and the sensitivity of our detectors to environmental conditions. Our experimen-tal results are derived from Phase II of this experiment, lasting from August of 2014 to March of 2015. Due to its extended duration of 217 days, with five reactor-on periods and more accurate temperature control, Phase II achieved at least an order of magnitude better sensitivity than Phase I.
II. PHASE I EXPERIMENT
Data acquisition in Phase I commenced on 15 March 2014 at 04:24 with the reactor on and continued through the reactor shutdown (23 March 2014 at 05:23) until 30 March 2014. This provided for an on / off comparison of the decay rates of the three radioactive isotopes that were studied:
54 Mn which decays by electron capture (EC), 60 Co which decays by beta-emission (β − ), and 152 Eu which has significant branching to both EC (72.10%) and β − decay (27.90%), see Table IX of Appendix C. The three radioactive samples studied in this experiment were chosen, in part, from indications in earlier experiments that each had exhibited a time variation in its decay parameter, possibly due to solar neutrinos.
Further motivation for the choice 54 Mn comes from an apparent correlation between a change in the 54 Mn decay rate and the solar storm of 13 December 2006 [24] , and subsequent storms [25] . This isotope is also of interest since its dominant decay mode is electron capture, and hence allows a comparison to the isotope 60 Co, which a pure β − decay. Cobalt-60, in turn, was selected on the basis of the observation by Parkhomov et al. of an annual variation in its decay [37] . Finally, the choice of 152 Eu was dictated by several considerations including the fact that this isotope decays via both EC and β − modes as noted above. Moreover, the data presented by Seigert et al. [3] indicate the presence of a periodic signal arising from the 1408 keV γ photon emitted in the EC process. This particular observation is especially interesting since the periodic signal, obtained using a Ge(Li) detector, was observed to be 180 days out of phase with the data taken by the same group on 226 Ra and its daughters using a 4π γ-ionization chamber.
Additionally, isotopes were preferred which decayed to the excited state of the daughter nucleus. This would ensure that the β−decay of the parent could eventually be recorded by the photons emitted in the nuclear de-excitation of the daughter to its ground state. Since such a decay produces a sharp peak at a well-defined energy, this allowed us to focus on a relatively narrow region-of-interest (roi) in the γ-spectrum whose location in a Multi-Channel Analyzer (MCA) could be identified and controlled. Among isotopes whose decays suggest interesting effects, 3 H, 32 Si, and 36 Cl are decays with no photons, and thus not suited to be detected by our NaI crystal scintillators. These considerations led to our [38] . The sources have activities of several µCi (1 Ci = 3.7×10 10 decays per second) and give counting rates of order 20 to 35 kHz, which entail detector dead-times in the range 10% to 13%. The sources were encapsulated in standard 1-inch diameter plastic discs.
In Phase I of this experiment the apparatus consisted of four detectors, including one with no source mounted as a control and to measure background counting rates. The detectors were St. Gobain/bicron 2 inch NaI(Tl) crystal plus photomultiplier, sealed assemblies, in 2.25 inch diameter cylindrical aluminum cans. Each detector was coupled to an ortec digibase, an electronically gain-locked PMT base, including high voltage supply, preamplifier, and multichannel analyzer. Dead-time in the system was corrected by implementation of a variant of the Gedcke-Hale live-time clock, which extended the running time of a measurement cycle until the requested live-time was achieved. The detectors were each attached, by one USB to a PC running ortec maestro software which provided an interface to communicate to the detectors.
The source discs were each mounted on a triangular metal plate affixed to three thin standoffs matching the periphery of the front end of the detector can. These standoffs were then affixed to the edge of the front face of the can. The objective is to avoid motion of the source by possible barometric flexing of the front disc of the sealed can. (This had been seen to happen if the source is mounted directly to the center of the front disc, with small, concomitant but significant fluctuations in counting rate.) The objective of the experiment was to be sensitive to fluctuations in counting rates smaller than 10 −3 . This requires very stable geometry of the source position relative to the detector: a simple geometrical calculation shows that a point-like source located 6 mm from a 50 mm diameter, 50 mm long crystal (typical of our assemblies), and displaced 1 mm towards or away from the crystal, sees a change in the subtended solid angle of ±4.8% at the front face of the crystal, and ±3.14% at the back face of the crystal. This represents an average of ±4% per 1 mm motion, or as a Background suppression was achieved by surrounding each detector by at least 4 inches (10 cm) of lead. Moreover, the detectors were separated from one another by 4 inches of lead to mitigate cross-talk in a structure, referred to as the cave, with four bays (see Fig. 1 for details). Altogether, approximately 1.8 metric tons of lead were required, using 150 standard 2×4×8 inch 3 lead bricks.
With the reactor on, backgrounds outside the cave were typically a few thousand counts per second (cps). The lead shielding was effective in reducing the background by nearly 3 orders of magnitude, and we conservatively mounted the background detector in the highest-count bay (bay #1). The gain of the background counter was set lower than any of the other detectors, so that it was sensitive to any gamma (γ) energy that would arise from any of our isotopes. The above counting rate refers to the entire spectral range of the background counter, whereas only portions of the background will fall in the regions of interest (rois) used for counting.
The overall counting rates from backgrounds inside the cave were small, of order one part in one thousand of the counting rates from the sources. Hence in Phase I, background estimates were not subtracted from the source counts. Moreover, fluctuations in the interior background rates were less than 20% of the average background level, and were believed to be associated with the intermittent operation of a neutron beam line passing one floor below in the reactor building. Changes in background rates were considered to be negligible for the exploratory purposes of Phase I.
The lead cave, and the detector array, were situated 5.83 m from the hfir reactor core at site EF-4, directly along one of the reactor-core center-lines: 4 m higher than the core and 4.27 m away laterally. The core is a cylinder 20 cm in diameter and 40 cm in height, which we treat approximately as point-like for flux calculations. Standard calculations of the total ν e flux from highly enriched uranium reactors give a ν e flux at 5.8 m from hfir, at 85 MW thermal output, of approximately 3.8×10
12 cm −2 s −1 , which is 58 times larger than the solar ν flux at Earth, 6.5×10 10 cm −2 s −1 , and 830 times larger than the 7% annual variation in the solar ν flux due to the Earth's orbital eccentricity.
As noted above, primary data acquisition started on 15 March 2014 at 04:24 EDST with the reactor already on, and consisted of a continuous stream of 15 minute (live-time) cycles. Each cycle produced a γ energy spectrum, and a table of counts from each of a set of selected rois (i.e. groups of bins in the energy spectrum). The reactor ran at approximately 85 MW thermal power (see Fig. 2 ) until it was shut down at 05:23 on 23 March 2014. Thermal power dropped to 0.2 MW in the succeeding three hours and then effectively to zero, presumably reflecting the initial part of the afterglow arising from short-lived fission products. Data acquisition then continued in the off period until 30 March 2014.
Residual ν e flux from the spent core is expected to be below 1%. Although multiple spent cores are stored at the other end of the reactor pool in which the reactor operates, they are at distances from our detectors several times the distance of the operating reactor. The most recently extracted core emits copious Cherenkov radiation as seen from the observation gallery, however the next most recent core shines only dimly. The ages of the spent cores increase in increments of roughly two months. Suppression of ν e flux due to decay time and distance were estimated to outweigh the increase in ν e flux due to the number of spent cores stored in the pool, as seen at our detectors.
Temperature control of the detector-source assembly is very important. Differential thermal expansion of the NaI(Tl) crystal mounted onto a glass PMT envelope, versus the surrounding aluminum can, will partly but not necessarily completely cancel shifts of the front end of the can relative to the crystal. Sodium iodide has a larger expansion coefficient, and glass has a lower coefficient, compared to aluminum. Also, expansion of the NaI(Tl) crystal will increase the solid angle subtended. The temperature at the experimental location was climate controlled within approximately 2
• C and, as monitored at one of the detectors inside the lead cave, remained within a 0.2
• C range for most of the period while the reactor was on. This climate control in the hall was unexpectedly (due to HVAC failure) discontinued when the reactor was shut down, following which the temperature measured by the sensor located at bay #4 in the lead cave rose by 6
• C from day 9 to day 15, in two stages, and then started to drop (see Fig. 3 ). This motivated incorporation of an independent temperature control for the Phase II experiment.
III. PHASE I RESULTS
The rois used are shown in the spectral plots of Fig.  13 in Appendix C. For 60 Co the measured half-lives are obtained from both of the prominent γ-peaks. In the case of 152 Eu, we quote the results obtained from the 3 dominant rois, noting that roi #5 arises from the β-decay mode, whereas roi #1 and roi #2 arise from the EC mode. Table I presents our half-life results for each isotope for the reactor-on period, along with the published values obtained from [38] . We see from this table that during the reactor-on mode, the half-lives of 152 Eu and 54 Mn were found to be systematically lower than their respective published half-lives, corresponding to higher decay rates. We emphasize that the errors quoted in Table I are purely statistical, and will necessarily be modified by the inclusion of additional uncertainties arising from systematic effects to be discussed below. That such effects may be present is suggested by the values of χ 2 /dof (degrees of freedom) in the final column of Table  I . Although these are generally close to the ideal value of unity, deviations from unity are also evident, which may be connected to some of the effects we discuss below.
In contrast to the data obtained when the reactor was in the on mode (i.e. pre-shutdown), which were fairly stable, the data with the reactor in the off mode (i.e. post-shutdown) present a number of challenges and puzzles. Since the reactor-on half-lives are systematically smaller than the published values, we expected these to return fairly quickly to the published values shown in Appendix C, assuming a real effect. However, we see from Table I that this is not shown by the data.
On 29 March 2014 our data exhibited a precipitous drop in the count rate of our 54 Mn sample, which coincided with a spike in the recorded temperature as shown in Fig. 4 . These events also coincided in time with an X1 solar flare which occurred at 13:48 local time (See Fig. 4 ). During the same period, the minimum of the dip in 60 Co count rates also coincided with the solar flare, and the start of the dip preceded the flare by about one day. The two lower-energy 152 Eu decay rates show a temporary increase over the same time interval, and these two rois arise from the daughter of the EC decay mode. The third roi, corresponding to the β − decay mode of 152 Eu, does not exhibit such behavior. It should be emphasized that all 152 Eu rois are from the same detector with electronically-locked gain.
In any case, these fluctuations prevent meaningful halflife determinations in the early reactor-off period. Note that the statistical sensitivity of our detectors makes part-per-thousand changes readily visible. The coincidence of the counting rate fluctuations with the solar flare is intriguing in light of Refs. [24, 25] , but at this point is assumed to be due to the temperature excursion. This excursion after reactor shutdown may be responsible for the fluctuations in counting rate during that period. It is notable that the first 5
• C temperature rise-and-plateau coincides with very little fluctuation in the 60 Co counting rate, which is dominant during the second rise and peak period. This fact would appear to be inconsistent with a linear relationship between response change and temperature change. Among other lessons derived from the Phase I experiment was importance of proper temperature control, and this led to significant improvements in the design of our Phase II experiment described below.
Notwithstanding the advantages of working with 54 Mn, its relatively short half-life compared to the duration of the experiment revealed the rate-dependent nonlinearity discussed earlier. The effect became clear immediately after our first on run, which extended from 15-20 March 2014. As can be seen from Table I, our  determined 54 Mn half-life was (287.2 ± 0.3) d which was significantly shorter than 312 d. Subsequent half-life measurements during both reactor on and reactor off periods yielded 54 Mn half-life determinations which were consistently shorter than 312 d, but which approached the published value more closely as the source decayed.
The analysis procedure to correct for the observed detector-induced non-exponential counting rates is discussed in Section V.
IV. PHASE II EXPERIMENT
Phase II of our experiment, from which our results are derived, took place between August 2014 and March 2015 at hfir. Analysis of 152 Eu data was omitted due to the relatively low energy of the chosen peaks, where the background is greater. This experiment included eight of the previously described 2 inch NaI(Tl) scintillation detectors with digibases. Each detector-except for the two background detectors-had a radioactive source fixed securely to the front of the detector as noted above. For Phase II, to accomodate the upcoming prospect neutrino experiment, the detectors were moved from site EF-4 to site EF-3 of the hfir reactor, with the distance from the reactor core increased from 5.8 m to 6.6 m, reducing the ν e flux to some 46 times the solar ν flux at Earth. A new lead cave was constructed that consisted of two levels vertically with four detectors on each level. A 2 inch thick polystyrene insulating box was built around the lead cave and maintained at a stable temperature of 20.00 ± 0.03
• C using a teca thermo-electric unit with Watlow PID controller. A tabular representation of the detectors' set up is shown in Table II .
From differential thermal expansion of the NaIphotube assembly relative to the enclosing aluminum can, we estimate motion of the source relative to the NaI to be 1.95×10 −3 mm/K. At 4% per mm of source motion, the resulting fractional change in solid angle subtended by the NaI is -7.8×10 −5 /K. Thermal swelling of the NaI increases the solid angle by 9.5×10 −5 /K. The resulting net fractional change in counting rate is 1.7×10 −5 /K, or 5.1×10 −7 per 0.3 K, which is negligible.
Each of the eight detectors was connected to one of the four PCs at EF-3 via USB, and each was programmed to run for one hour live-time intervals. As noted above, live-time is the real-time as measured in the laboratory minus the dead-time as reported by the digibase. Each detector thus runs for an interval greater than one hour, where the total real time is equal to the fixed one hour of live-time plus the variable amount of dead-time added by the detector. During this interval, the detector saves the output from the Multi-Channel Analyzer into a time integrated 1024-bin histogram of energy. At the end of the time interval, information from this histogram is saved into two different files: one report file and one spectrum file. The spectrum file is simply a list of each of the 1024 bins and the counts recorded in each of those bins. The report file gives a shorter summary of the data (see below). In both files, basic information Along with the detector hardware, ortec also provides the maestro software in order to conveniently interact with their detectors. This software allows the user to set the high voltage, gain, gain locking, and other properties of each detector. In addition, during a measurement interval, the energy histogram (spectrum) is displayed on the screen optionally in either a linear or log scale. In order to make data acquisition and analysis easier, maestro allows the user to set custom rois on the spectra for each detector. At the end of each time interval when the report files are published, the total counts for each roi are summed over the specified energy range and reported. In addition to the integrated counts, maestro attempts to fit a peak for the given roi when a peak can be identified. Maestro reports a best fit for the centroid, full width at half max, and full width fifth max, of the peak.
Focusing on the rois allows the gain locking and zero locking algorithms provided in the ortec digibases to be implemented. The gain locking and zero locking algorithms prompt the user to identify an roi containing a peak to which the software will then lock. As a counting interval begins, the gain locking software continuously attempts to find a peak within the locked roi (the user also sets the width, in bins, of the peak fitting region). If the roi contains a peak, the algorithm will adjust the fine gain settings of the detector in order to align the measured peak center with the peak center set by the user when the gain was originally locked. In high statistics running with gain locking, the fitted peak location is stable to a small fraction of one bin. Zero locking ensures that the zero of the detector does not drift-if an identifiable peak exists. The combination of gain locking and zero locking makes it possible to essentially eliminate drifts in the gain and zero of the detectors, making measurements much more accurate in the long run.
V. CORRECTING FOR DETECTOR-INDUCED RATE-DEPENDENT DISTORTIONS IN THE MEASURED COUNTING RATE
As mentioned earlier, pile-up and dead time are known problems in counting-detectors, which worsen with higher counting rates. The digibase corrects for the dead time, using a variant of the Gedcke-Hale algorithm. The Maestro/digibase system cannot correct for pileup effects. Pileup occurs when two photons which hit the detector close in time are not resolved, and the sum of their energies is registered as one count at a higher energy, and the other count is lost. The pileup effect is a rate-dependent convolution of the energy spectrum with itself, and whether the net pileup adds to, or subtracts from, a given roi is a complicated issue. In all of the rois used in our present data, pileup appears to somewhat mimic small excess deadtime corrections of less than 2µs per count.
To achieve sensitivities better than one part in 10 4 , we have chosen rather high overall counting rates, up to some 35 kHz, thereby entailing up to 13% dead time and significant pile-up. When counting a given radioactive sample for a significant fraction of one half-life, we observe a distortion relative to a pure exponential decay curve. The counting curve is steeper than exponential early in the measurement, and less steep than exponential late in the measurement. After detrending the data using a pure exponential, the residuals then show a characteristic U shape.
This distortion manifests itself in our data through half-life measurements that are systematically low (larger decay constants), and which steadily approach the published half-life values as the sample decays (as observed in our Phase I experiment). These changes in decay constant are obviously purely instrumental, and have nothing to do with putative variations in the actual decay constant. The distortion can be well modeled by a correction factor 1/(1+α dN /dt) to be applied to the data to bring them into a pure exponential form. The parameter α is typically 1.2 to 1.8µs where dN /dt is the overall counting rate into the electronics. This pile-up correction factor is algebraically equivalent to an excess added deadtime of 1.2 to 1.8µs to the run time for each count, in addition to approximately 4 µs of actual deadtime correctly assigned by the detector system. We emphasize that this form is also a standard parameterization of the effects of pile-up. As will be seen below, this form, or its equivalent (to a good approximation) form exp(α dN /dt) adequately removes the observed rate-dependent distortions.
VI. ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
If the decay parameter, λ, changes in the presence of the reactor antineutrino flux, we expect different slopes of the decay curve between reactor-on and off periods. Note that we measure the counting rate, which (if the solid angle subtended by the detector does not change) is proportional to dN /dt where N (t) is the number of source nuclei as a function of time. If λ is stepwise constant, i.e. alternates between values λ and λ for reactor off and on, respectively, then the counting rate is proportional tȯ
At the point when the reactor turns on if λ changes to λ , N (t) does not change instantaneously, hence the step in λ must cause a step in the counting rate, and we would expect there to be a step in the counting rate each time there is a transition between on and off or vice versa. In practice, this is a much more sensitive way of searching for changes in λ than through analysis of the slopes dN/dt themselves over time.
To capture the entire set of effects with optimal use of the data, we perform a four-parameter Global Fit to the entire sequence of five on and four off reactor periods. The function used is a stepwise sequence of exponential decays with alternating decay parameters λ and λ(1 + ), where ≡ (λ on − λ off )/λ off , in an obvious notation. The other two fitting parameters are C 0 , the initial counts in one hour; and the distortion parameter α discussed in Section V. The exact formulas used are given in Appendix A.
The counting rate distortion factor used in the stepwise global formula is e αCtot(t) , where C tot (t) ≡Ṅ tot (t) * 3600s is the total number of counts in one hour; for clarity we have ignored counting inefficiencies. To a good approximation, the factor e αCtot is identical to (1 + α Ṅ tot ) (the exponent is typically 3% or less). α and α differ by a factor of 3600 due to converting from counts per onehour interval to Hz. Either the α or the α version can of course be used in the exponential form. We choose the α version for convenience.
VII. THE DATA
In Figure 5 we show the data from both 54 Mn detectors, along with the 22 Na and 60 Co detectors (two peaks each) detrended by pure exponentials using the fitted values of λ. These are simple 2-parameter fits (α = 0 and = 0). The black curves are 20-point moving averages. The residual U-shaped distortions are seen in the two 54 Mn plots. Given the longer half-lives of 22 Na and 60 Co, we expect such distortions to be less apparent since those counting rates have changed less during the experiment. roi backgrounds based on Detector 1 or 8 measurements are subtracted on an hourly basis. The subtracted amounts are plotted below the de-trended source plots, with identical vertical scales for comparison. Modest uncertainties in the background subtractions will be dealt with in our treatment of systematic uncertainties, below. The full background treatment is rather involved, and is given in Appendix B.
Generally, the moving averages wander more than expected from purely statistical fluctuations. To calibrate the eye, Figure 6 shows Monte Carlo simulated pure exponential decays for the three isotopes, with Gaussian statistical fluctuations based on the hourly counts: 3×10 7 ( 54 Mn); 1.2×10 7 ( 60 Co); 2.5×10 7 and 4.0×10 6 for the 22 Na annihilation and gamma peaks, respectively. The scales of the fluctuations are much smaller than those of the actual data. Even after de-trending the α distortion, as seen in Figure 7 , these irregularities in the actual data are well above purely statistical, must be systematic, and are of unknown origin. These systematics will be quantified below, to some extent, in three different ways using the data.
The results of the Global Fits are shown in Table III . The stated errors are purely statistical, and the χ 2 /dof are all somewhat larger than, but reasonably close to, 1. The two main 60 Co peaks are fitted separately, as are the 22 Na positron annihilation peak and the gamma peak from the daughter nuclide. The values of for the two 22 Na peaks are in good statistical agreement with each other, as are those for the two 60 Co peaks, as shown in the ∆ column of Table V . There is a high correlation between λ and α. For the two longer-lived isotopes, which are relatively insensitive to α, the best full fits give unreasonable values for both parameters. Hence, for these fit results, we fix the values of α to be 3.35×10 (α = 1.2 µs) as determined with good agreement by the fits for the two 54 Mn detectors. With this choice, the half-lives of all four sources are fairly close to the published values, but differ from them (and in some cases, from each other) by many statistical standard deviations.
If we fix the decay constants to the published values, as shown in Table IV , the values of χ 2 /dof increase by less than 1% for Co and Na, and by 3.6% and 6.7% for the two Mn detectors. The values of α change modestly, but remain in the range of (3.3 to 5.5)×10
−10 . The values of change, and we take the changes in to be one of three estimates of the unknown systematic errors: (1) "Fit Change" . The other two estimates of systematics are (2) from the results of (2) a "Shuffle Test" to be described below, and (3) from the difference ∆ for each isotope; however, ∆ for Na and Co are not statistically significant, hence unlikely to represent systematic errors, and so to avoid "double counting" in these two cases, we propagate the ∆ column in Table V only A known systematic effect is due to the small uncertainties in the relative background levels in adjacent bays of the cave (see Appendix B), and, like the statistical errors, turns out to be negligible in quadrature with the three unknown-systematics estimates as we shall see below .
The Shuffle Test randomly shifts the on/off transition times from the actual values. Each transition time is shifted randomly with uniform weight in a restricted interval. The first interval is from the start of the entire data set to the midpoint between the first and second transition times; the second interval extends from this midpoint to the next one, etc. For each random choice of transition times, a Global Fit is performed. This is repeated 1000 times and the distribution of values is plotted. Since in general the shifted transition times treat a fraction of the on state as off, and off as on, any genuine reactor effect on the decay rate would tend to be diluted, driving the value of closer to zero, or even to the opposite sign if a there is a preponderance of wrong assignments of both reactor states. In general, one would not expect the magnitude of from a genuine reactor effect to be increased by the shuffle; √ N Gaussian statistics alone cannot drive values of larger than the best fit value in a shuffle test. To demonstrate this, two simulated decay sets were generated with a λ equal to that of 54 Mn, one with no steps and one with = 1 ×10 −5 The statistics were determined by Gaussianly distributing the counts about the exponential, with √ N statistics and N 0 equal to 3 × 10 7 counts per hour. The resulting data streams were then processed by the Global Fitting procedure. The dilution of by incorrect transition times is clearly seen in Fig. 8 ; for the non-zero-case, is never more than the input value (the no-step sequence has a "shuffle sigma" much smaller than all the others, reflecting the absence of systematic errors). Figure 9 shows the frequency distributions of for the three isotopes. All six −5 and 4.2×10 −5 , which we take to be estimates of the effects of the visible systematic fluctuations in the de-trended data. Note that these standard deviations are considerably larger than the Globally Fitted statistical uncertainties. The 22 Na shuffle distributions, in more than half of the cases, increase the values of , clearly impossible for a genuine reactor effect. The Gaussian σ's are 6.9×10 −5 and 7.9×10 −5 , again considerably larger than the Globally Fitted statistical errors. For the 54 Mn in Detector 2, the value of σ is 3.0×10 −5 and many values of are greater than the Globally Fitted value, comparable to the other isotopes. For Detector 7 the σ from the Shuffle Test is 1.6×10 −5 and in a significant number of cases is greater than the Globally Fitted value-again incompatible with a genuine reactor effect.
As discussed above, some of the systematic error estimates comes from the differences in two values of : the "Fit Change" from the two alternative Global Fits, for the three isotopes; and the large Mn ∆ discrepancy. Using the "scatter" of two values, we apply the formula [39] for the corrected and unbiased estimator of σ, from two samples:
With
it follows that σ = |x 1 − x 2 | 1.128 for N = 2.
This gives σ = | Det7 − Det2 |/1.128 = 4.66 × 10 −5 for the two Mn detectors, for example.
The values of from the six peaks are given in Table  V , together with their statistical errors and the four types of systematic error discussed above. Also shown are the statistically weighted average of the two values for each isotope, and the statistical significance of the differences in each pair of values. The background systematic errors are propagated in quadrature for each isotope. The differences in for 22 Na and 60 Co are not statistically significant, which is not surprising since the same detector is measuring both peaks for the isotope. Note that the Shuffle Test systematic errors are quite similar within a given detector. The Fit Change estimates for 22 Na and 60 Co are small and will contribute little to the overall uncertainty. The 1275 keV Na data also have small statistical weight relative to the more abundant positron annihilation peak . Since some of the unknown systematic errors are probably common to a given detector, we use the mean of the two Shuffle uncertainties in the summary lines for 22 Na and 60 Co in Table V , and similarly for the Fit Change column. Further justification for this choice can be seen in parts (c),(d) of Fig. 7 : the long-term features of the 22 Na data for the two peaks are similar, showing some degree of correlation. In parts (e),(f) of this figure, for the two 60 Co peaks, the shorter term fluctuation patterns appear rather similar, again showing some degree of correlation. The case is not so clear for 54 Mn, since two different detectors are involved; but the values of the uncertainties in each of the two columns are nearly equal. Moreover, the 54 Mn parts of the figure, (a),(b) show some degree of correlation, with an initial drop followed by a dip at around day 70 in both detectors (the dip at around day 70 is also present for the Co plots (e),(f)). In any case, we conservatively propagate the Fit Change and Shuffle errors for 54 Mn in quadrature. are both almost insignificant when added in quadrature to each of the estimates of unknown systematic errors for each isotope (note that because there is no significant discrepancy, the ∆ estimates for 22 Na and 60 Co are not used). We quote the final results for as two-sided 95% C.L. "outer limits" (mean value ± 2× overall σ).
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, this experiment, while quite sensitive, cannot exclude perturbations less than one or two parts in 10 4 in β ± decay (or electron capture) processes, in the presence of an antineutrino flux of 3×10 12 cm −2 s −1 . Our 10 −4 sensitivity level is roughly comparable to that of de Meijer and Steyn [35] , who find for 22 Na a relative change between reactor-on and reactor-off of (−0.51± 0.11)×10 −4 , but do not exclude possible systematic errors. If we assume that the interaction strength ofν e with radioactive isotopes is the same as that of ν e , then our upper limit excludes ν e as the dominant source of the O(10 −3 ) effects reported in some of the original papers . However, as noted in the Introduction, our results do not impose any constraints on the coupling strengths of other neutrino flavors, which are present in both the solar neutrino flux, and as components in the cosmic neutrino background, but not significantly elevated 6 m from the HFIR reactor core. The present experimental methods are applicable to a wide variety of radioactive isotopes. An improvement in sensitivity would be possible if we could understand and reduce the dominant systematic uncertainties, which are presently of unknown origin(s).
Appendix A: The Global Fitting Formalism
The Global Fitting formulas described in Section VI uses just four parameters: C 0 (the initial counts in one hour); the decay constant, λ 0 ≡ λ off ; ≡ (λ on − λ off )/λ off ; and the parameter α used in the rate-dependent distortion factor described in Section V. Clearly λ on = λ off (1 + ). We measure the counting rates in the form of the dimensionless number of counts in each one hour of live time. For clarity in relating the number of remaining radioactive nuclei to the counting rate, we assume 100% counting efficiency of the decaying nuclei.
To illustrate the functional form of the Global Fit, assume that an experiment began in an off period and lasted for a time T 1 , followed by an on period which lasted for a time T 1 . Then at the end of the first on and off periods we have for off 1
(A1) and for on 1 ,
The first term of the exponential in Eq.(A3) gives the surviving number of atoms after a cumulative time (T 1 + T 1 ) starting from N 0 , assuming no influence from reactor antineutrinos. For > 0 assumed, the −dependent contribution then gives an additional loss during the time T 1 due to the excess in the decay constant, λ 0 . The results in Eqs.(A1-A3) can be generalized in an obvious way: the number of surviving atoms N (t) after a cumulative elapsed time t is given by
In Eq.(A4), i T i extends over only on periods T i , during which it is assumed that any additional reactoron contributions enter with the same factor . For the hfir reactor at Oak Ridge this assumption is justified given that during each on period the reactor runs at the same 85 MW rate using the same fuel composition.
What is actually measured is the counting rate, or its proxy, the hourly count total C(t). Incorporating the counting rate dependent distortion factor described in Section VI, e αC(t) gives for off periods:
and for on periods:
Once again, T i is the sum of all on time intervals up to the data point at time t.
Appendix B: Background Subtractions
As can be seen in Figs 5 and 7 , the backgrounds are low and steady in the reactor-off periods, but in the reactor-on periods are larger and highly irregular due to several intermittently-operated neutron beam lines one floor below the detectors. The general effect of such backgrounds, if not dealt with, would mimic an increased decay rate during reactor-on periods, and could generate false steps and a spurious positive value of . To deal with these backgrounds, two counters, with no installed sources, were located in bays #1 and #8, on the lower and upper levels, respectively, of the cave-as in Table II . We use the background information on an hour-by-hour basis.
At the start of Phase II, which was during a reactor-on period, each of the two background counters was placed in each of the eight pockets (bays) of the lead "cave", to measure the relative background levels. The results as measured by Detector 8 are shown in Table VII, where the background-level scale factors of the top row are relative to bay #8 and the bottom row scale factors are relative to bay #1. These original calibration runs had five minute live times, and in Detector 1 typically had about 4800 counts in top-row bays and 3500 counts in bottom-row bays. The resulting statistical uncertainties in Table VII are 2.0% for the top row and 2.4% for the bottom row. These uncertainties lead to one type of systematic error on , shown in Table V , which is quantified by varying the amount of background subtracted for the Global Fit analysis. The relative gains of all eight detectors are well measured and any gain-induced uncertainties will contribute negligibly to the sizes of the background subtractions.
The lower four counters are better shielded than the upper-level counters, by two lead layers instead of one. Also, central bays are more shielded than side bays. In general we expect the central bays to have somewhat smaller background counting rates than the side bays, and the top row of bays generally to have significantly larger background levels than the bottom row. The gain of Detector 1 is set near or lower than any of the other gains, to cover all background energies that could lie at one of the source detectors' main gamma peaks. The gain of Detector 8 is larger than any of the other gains (4.26 times the gain of Detector 1), and hence does not cover the energy range of almost all of the peaks of interest in counters with radioactive sources (with the exception of the 22 Na positron annihilation peak). Detector 8 can be used directly for the 22 Na annihilation peak. For the 22 Na gamma peak and the Detector 7
54 Mn peak, We can approximately recover the missing Detector 8 information by using the Detector 1 information, scaled up by the ratio of counts in an overlap region defined by bins 860 to 1023 in Detector 8, which maps approximately onto bins 202 through 240 of the Detector 1 spectrum. Since the gains of the detectors are all different, we must of course map a given roi onto the corresponding energy range in the relevant background counter. And one must also take careful account of fractional bin contents. We now justify the the use of Detector 1 data to replace missing Detector 8 data: The Detector 1 spectra measured in bays 1 through 4 (Bottom) are summed, and similarly for bays 5 through 8 (Top), and are shown in Fig.  10 . The spectral shapes are very similar, both in the scaling region and also in all energy regions of interest, as is seen in the Top/Bottom ratio plot of this figure.
From the main running periods, we have much higher background statistics by summing spectra from several days of running. Also, this allows study of the reactoroff backgrounds. Such summed background spectra for both detectors for on and off are shown in Fig.  11 . During on periods, the spectrum is rather smoothly decreasing after the last peak (which is somewhat below bin 200 in Detector 1). The chosen overlap scaling region is shown as a horizontal red bar, as are the various energy regions of interest. The off period background levels are some five times lower than for the ON period, and the spectrum falls off more quickly and has very little of the structure just below bin 200 in Detector 1. Hence the scaling/splicing procedure should work equally well, or better during off periods.
The Detector 1 gain locking was set for a peak in bin 54, which is present when the reactor is on. This peak is absent when the reactor is off. The gain locking algorithm recognizes a peak in bin 13, and it very slowly and steadily (due to the very low statistics) increases the gain. This can be seen in Fig. 12 , where the gain increases by some 12 % over the first 32-day off period. When the reactor turns on, the gain is restored fairly quickly (due to the five time higher counting rate). This gain drift is easily corrected for in the subsequent analysis. The Detector 8 gain locking worked perfectly, and no correction was needed.
The counters run asynchronously, with different deadtimes (and negligible deadtime for the background counters.) Thus more than a single one-hour background count period is matched to a given source count period. Background information is taken from these overlapping periods in such a way that only 60 minutes of live background counts are considered. Figure 13 contains maestro plots of the spectra from 152 Eu, 54 Mn, 22 Na, and 60 Co. rois are defined (in red) around each peak. The decay chains of the isotopes are given in Table IX . 
